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With the digital age advancing in leaps and bounds, your IT infrastructure’s ability to
adapt is now more vital than ever. Until now, the costs of upgrading were considered
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Tomorrow Starts Today
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Say hello to noticeable savings
By taking control of your network costs and saving up to 25%.
Say goodbye to outdated equipment
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egacy systems represent a headache for many
organisations – they restrict their ability to take
advantage of new technologies and resources like mobile
and cloud computing.
Our Legacy Transformation Survey, featured on page 8,
makes for interesting reading about how South African
organisations approach legacy and system revolution. While
half of the responding organisations are reluctant to migrate
to newer platforms, the majority are planning to access legacy
data in real-time to enable their big data strategy.
The cloud computing report-back on page12 offers a frank
account as to whether or not South Africa could experience a
scramble to the cloud.
Some analysts believe that factors like data centre
proliferation and connectivity expansion are at the heart of
rapid cloud adoption. The question is how will the market
react and can businesses leverage the opportunity?
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COMMENT
By MICHELLE AVENANT

‘Green IT’ sails
under false colours
Corporate culture concerns contradict environmental strides
made by tech companies.
Shutterstock

1. Frequent flyers
My first
question for
tech companies
is why, in an
age of rapid
communication
innovations in
the form of social
media and unified
communications
systems, the act
of frequently
flying executives
around the world
for conferences is
so unquestioned.
Flights generate
around
100g-260g
carbon emissions per passenger
kilometre, after all. And the numerical
and geographic reach of an event could be
increased by co-ordinating it via videochat at a number of smaller, satellite
locations.

M

any tech companies are taking
massive steps to reduce their
carbon footprints and negative
environmental impacts.
Apple is lauded by Greenpeace as the
world’s most environmentally-friendly tech
company because its data centres are 100%
powered by renewable energy, and Facebook
and Google are following in its footsteps, each
deriving close to half their data centre power
from clean electricity.
IBM issued its first policy on environmental
affairs way back in 1967; Dell claims it is
continuously improving the energy efficiency
of its devices and works to optimise the
recyclability of its products; and Cisco reports
a company-wide solar capacity of more
than 1.7 megawatts. This is by no means an
exhaustive list of what ICT companies are
doing to address their environmental impacts.
Yet, while tech companies are investing in
renewable energy, optimising recycling and
working to reduce hazardous substances in
their devices and manufacturing processes,
I have seen precious little reflection of
this professed environmental concern in
my (short) time attending some of these
companies’ events and interacting with
their executives.
Here are some of my environmental
facepalm moments during these interactions:
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2. Superfluous merchandise
Another environmental facepalm is the
thoughtless showering of event attendees
with superfluous merchandise they have
no real use for: lanyards and laminated
nametags, branded document-holders,
and glossy information leaflets are
among the numerous pieces of event
paraphernalia that cannot be easily
re-purposed, re-used, or even used
enough in the first place to justify their
production. (At the Cisco One Africa
Partner Summit, I received a leather pen
holster, of all things. Why do I need a
holster for my pen, and why does it have
to be leather?)
3. Printer-happy
Members of the press are, in a seemingly
frantic attempt to cover all bases, most often
given flashdrives with documents on them
(this is fine: flashdrives have a use period of
years) as well as plastic folders loaded with
single-sided printed documents.

I have seen precious little
reflection of this professed
environmental concern in
my (short) time attending
some of these companies’
events and interacting with
their executives.

4. Carnivorous much
Another elephant – or, rather, bull – in the
room is the excessive consumption of meat at
tech events.
The UN in 2010 issued a report showing
that a global shift towards a plant-based
diet is vital in avoiding the worst impacts of
climate change, as well as fuel poverty and
hunger crises. Professor Edgar Hertwich,
the lead author of the report, said biomass
and crops for animals cause as much
environmental damage as burning fossil fuels.
Yet the findings of this and a multitude of
other studies of the environmental damage
caused by livestock farming seem to fall on
deaf ears, as most tech events make little or
no effort to provide guests with vegetarian
(I won’t even deign to mention vegan) meal
options. Specific examples of this include the
Dell Solutions Tour and, most ironically, the
opening of the Climate Innovation Centre in
Pretoria earlier this year.
ICT companies have taken some large and
necessary steps to combat climate change, but
this environmental mindset is not reflected
in the tech sphere’s broader corporate
culture. It is difficult to view a company’s
environmental ethos as sincere when its
representatives are not thinking holistically
about the part they can play on local and
individual levels.

COMPANY NEWS
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ISACA supports child abuse centre
ISACA's corporate social responsibility (CSR) is a formalised
programme designed to promote positive social and environmental
change. During 2014, ISACA SA member and CIO at Appletizer,
Vijay Naidoo, saw an opportunity to get involved at the PATCH/
Helderberg Child Abuse Centre. ISACA SA supported the cause,
given the inherent vulnerability of the younger generation; the
pervasive impact of sexual abuse in South Africa regardless of age,
gender, race, ethnicity, and economic backgrounds; and the low
conviction rate of the offenders who perpetrate this terrible crime.
www.isaca.org.za

Roan sticks with Velcro
Roan Safety Products now offers the local market the globally
recognised Velcro Brand Fastener solution. Velcro Brand
Technology is an established offering, which meets stringent
government and quality standards, and is designed to help
manufacturers and suppliers deliver innovative designs and
streamline production/operation. The focus of this technology
is on making assembly faster, more ergonomic and more
environmentally friendly (less waste and fewer defects). Roan’s
vision is to assist clients in enhancing operations and ultimately
improving productivity. Its products include lock out tag out,
printers, hand protection, foot protection, spill containment,
security and pipe marking, among others.
www.roan.co.za

Nominations
closed for IT
Personality,
Visionary CIO
Submissions for SA’s ICT
industry’s top annual
awards, the IT personality
and the Visionary CIO of the
year 2015, have closed. The
prestigious accolades are
presented by the Institute
Tshifiwa-Ramthaga, Gian Visser
of IT Professionals SA, in association with ITWeb, the Gordon
Institute of Business Science and Gartner Africa. Winners will be
announced on 12 November 2015.
www.itweb.co.za

Inamori announces 2015's laureates
Alongside the Nobel Prize, the Kyoto Prize is one of the world's
highest honours for the lifetime achievement of outstanding
personalities in the fields of culture and science. The annual prizes
are awarded by the Inamori Foundation, which was initiated in
1984 by Dr Kazuo Inamori, founder of Kyocera. This year's winners
included Dr Toyoki Kunitake, chemist, president, Kitakyushu
Foundation for the Advancement of Industry, Science and
Technology; Dr Michel Mayor, astrophysicist, Professor Emeritus,
University of Geneva; and John Neumeier, American-born
choreographer, intendant and artistic director, The Hamburg Ballet.
Each prize is worth 50 million yen (around R4.8 million).
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

DVT opens on
the East Coast
Specialist software and
services company DVT has
expanded its operations to
South Africa's East Coast. The
company has opened an office
in Umhlanga Ridge with a
team of developers working
on software development and
related projects for local and
Karl Fischer, DVT
international clients. Newly
appointed DVT East Coast MD Karl Fischer says the East Coast office
is a regional extension of the DVT group and will offer the full range
of DVT's services including project management, business analysis,
application development, mobile solutions, testing, BI, analytics and
management consulting.
www.dvt.co.za

Kyocera sponsors golf day
Kyocera Document Solutions SA has signed up as the official sponsor
of the One Wingz Golf Day for 2015, a charity golfing event hosted by
Hot 91.9FM and Internet radio station, Ballz Visual Radio. The annual
charity golfing day raises funds for the Mark Scott Trust, a social and
community outreach effort that brings support and positive change
to people and organisations that need a helping hand. To be held on 23
September at the Els Club in Copperleaf, the Kyocera One Wingz Golf
Day will see supporters and celebrity guests gather for a four-ball golf
tournament and a day of great vibes, food and entertainment.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Kyocera SA appoints
new product manager
New to Kyocera Document Solutions SA is hardware product
manager, Davy Khonzani. She will manage the product life cycle of
Kyocera's complete hardware range, ensuring suitable products are
launched into the channel, with the appropriate price positioning.
Her expertise, gained over five years as a technician and field engineer
for Gestetner SA, will stand her in good stead in performing this
function with skill and value. Khonzani will also be involved in the
training of the sales force and channel, in order to equip them with
the necessary skills and knowledge when it comes to selling Kyocera
products into appropriate markets.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

Attix5 gets innovative in Mauritius
Attix5 joined several global tech vendors at a brand awareness and
customer engagement event in Ebene, Mauritius, in July. The Harel
Mallac Innovation Day 2015 played host to technology experts from
world-renowned vendors, including Attix5, Dell, Intel, Internet
Solutions and Laserfiché. Attix5 specialises in data protection,
recovery and storage, specialising in virtualisation and cloud-based
solutions. Its offering has been refined over several years, since its
inception in 1999, and is designed to offer small, medium and large
businesses peace of mind.
www.attix5.com
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Kyocera appoints executive VP
Kyocera Document Solutions European headquarters announced
the specially created addition to the senior management structure,
with the appointment of Oscar Sanchez as executive VP. Sanchez
was general manager of Kyocera Document Solutions Spain and was
appointed to the managing board of the parent company in Osaka,
Japan, Kyocera Document Solutions, in April. Sanchez will maintain
these positions while also becoming executive VP of the European
organisation. He will work between Madrid and Kyocera headquarters
in Hoofddorp. "It is a great honour to be offered the position of
executive VP. I will continue the transformation of the company into
a comprehensive document solutions provider and hope that we can
replicate some of our successes in Spain across Europe," said Sanchez.
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.za

New appointments
drive growth at Lorge
Lorge, a business management solutions provider and
Sage Premier Partner, made two key appointments in July,
with Jurgens Snyman taking charge as the CEO and Jonty
Katz named COO and a member of the board. The new
appointments were made through internal promotions,
and the two bring considerable industry experience to
the leadership team. Snyman, previously the company
COO, has worked his way through the ranks since starting
at Lorge as a junior consultant over 20 years ago. He was
also responsible for running the company's Sage 300 ERP
division.
www.lorge.co.za

CHANNEL
Another award garnered
TCM Academy received another Cisco award for its steady quality
preservation. The award was given during the annual Cisco African
Safari Conference, which was held at The University of Technology
in May. The award encompassed the instructor training that TCM
Academy conducted from October 2014 to March 2015. TCM Academy
trained in excess of 35 instructors in IT essentials and CCNA for
Vodacom, Sci-Bono, University of Johannesburg and Inqaba Yokulinda
between October 2014 and March 2015. Previous awards include the
Instructor Excellence Award in 2014, Academy Outreach Award in 2011,
Learning Academy Award in 2012, as well as recognition from Cisco for
Five Years of Dedicated Instruction in 2012.
www.tcm.co.za

Dell unveils Wyse update
Dell unveiled its latest Wyse thin clients at Microsoft Worldwide
Partner Conference. It is based on the Windows 10 IOT Enterprise
operating system and updates to its vWorkspace desktop
virtualisation software, making it easier than ever for IT managers
to plan, deploy and run desktop virtualisation. The new solutions
announced today provide additional flexibility for organisations
looking to deploy Microsoft Azure-based VDI, and provide
demanding knowledge workers with powerful, secure endpoints that
don't compromise on performance or productivity. Wyse vWorkspace
desktop virtualisation software makes it easy for service providers to
deploy and run desktop virtualisation with Microsoft technologies.
www.dell.co.za

Driving added value
Business Connexion has been awarded the Cisco Services Partner of the
Year: EMEAR South Africa (Europe, Middle East, Africa and Russia).
BCX became a Cisco Gold Partner in 1998 and it is the first South African
company to win this award. BCX was also recognised at the Cisco One
Africa Partner Summit, where it received two more awards: African
Security Partner of the Year and African Services Partner of the Year.
The African Services Partner of the Year is testimony to the high-level
standards of services that Business Connexion brings to its clients.
www.bcx.co.za
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ISACA
conference
on the way
The 2015 ISACA South Africa
Chapter Annual Conference
will provide attendees
with high-level strategic
briefings, panel discussions
and scenario simulations
from senior international,
government, and industry
cyber risk and governance
experts. It retains its promise
as the event to attend
for IT risk, security and
governance professionals.
Insights will be shared on
the impact of innovation
on audit, cyber security,
governance, and risk
management. Connect with
IT professionals and acquire
more insights and more
value to inspire you when
preparing for the rapidly
changing cyber world of risk,
security and audit.
www.isaca.org.za

SA on cloud
networking map
Jurumani Solutions recently
became the first certified
Cisco Meraki Partner in
South Africa when its lead
solutions engineer completed
the Certified Meraki Network
Associate (CMNA) training
in Paris, France. "Jurumani
has been a Meraki partner
for almost four years now.
While we know the Meraki
technology inside out,
we wanted to show our
commitment to being the
leading partner in sub-Saharan
Africa by completing the
certification," said Niël Malan,
director for Cloud Solutions at
Jurumani. Meraki is a range of
cloud-managed networking
equipment, including UTM
firewalls, Ethernet switches,
WiFi APs and mobile device
management, a portfolio called
Cloud Networking.
www.jurumani.com

L&T receives certificate from Hitachi
L&T Infotech is proud to receive the Excel Partnership Certificate
from Hitachi Solution (HiSOL). The company is the first Indian
IT services company to receive this certification. Rajat Mathur,
chief executive of emerging markets, said: "It's a proud moment
for us at L&T Infotech to have attained the Excel Partner status
from Hitachi Solutions. It's indeed a feather in the cap for L&T
Infotech's Hitachi team."
www.lntinfotech.com
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Smarter
hospitals provide
smarter care
Hospitals worldwide increasingly
have to do more with less.
Technologies that replace
repetitive, transactional tasks
will have a huge role to play in the
hospital of the future, particularly
as many become increasingly
commoditised and cost-effective.
Digital care records, results and
appointment services and remote
health management are just
some of the areas that stand to
Jacques van Wyk, Ricoh SA
gain greater efficiency through
automation. A key benefit of this shift is in the patient care value that
can be optimised through freeing up healthcare workers from routine
or purely operational tasks, says Jacques van Wyk, COO of Ricoh SA.
www.ricoh.co.za

Public vs
hosted cloud
Cloud computing is seeing
massive uptake worldwide,
and SA is no exception. As
cloud solutions have gained
in popularity, so have the
offerings from local and
international vendors,
with many local companies
availing themselves of public
cloud solutions from US
companies such as Amazon
Web Services. There is no
one-size-fits-all solution
Richard Vester, EOH
and each company should
decide on the right combination of price, performance, security
and availability to meet their business goals, says Richard Vester,
director of Cloud Services at EOH.
www.eohcloud.co.za
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After agile
What is the ‘next big thing'
after agile to revolutionise
the way people think, work
and live? asks Stephen de
Villiers Graaff, principal agile
consultant at DVT. What would
we use in place of agile to
achieve real transformation on
this unprecedented scale? Put
Stephen de Viliers Graaff, DVT
another way, what is the ‘next
big thing' that comes after agile and revolutionises the way we think,
work and live? “I wish I had the answer. The truth is I don't know
what comes after agile, but I know the time to find the answer is long
overdue,” says De Villiers Graaff.
www.dvt.co.za

The most
important
IT process
ITIL mentions the "major incident"
process as a special case of the
incident management process. Also
mentioned is the close relationship
to problem management. However,
the major incident process requires
greater clarity and specification, as in
Ronald Bartels, Dee Smith and Associates many large enterprises, the process is
crucial for overcoming a crisis, says Ronald Bartels, solutions architect
and services management consultant at Dee Smith and Associates.
www.deesmith.co.za

Shaping the
government of the future
The most recent South African budget speech in May divulged
the deficit is narrower than a year ago, at R18.52 billion, yet with
pressing social and economic requirements the message remains
clear: we must do more with less, says Jacques van Wyk, COO of
Ricoh SA. Deficit pressures across the board have forced public
bodies to reassess the ways in which they work and deliver value
to citizens. Many face the challenge of systematic inefficiency due
to outdated systems and processes. In one sense, public sector
organisations are no different from those in the private sectors –
technology has the potential to transform systems and processes
and positively impact efficiency levels across both.
www.ricoh.co.za

Phishing is a
people problem
Phishing might be perpetuated
via e-mail, but it's not an
e-mail problem. It is a people
problem. So says Richard
Broeke, a security expert at
Securicom, a South Africabased IT security vendor and
managed IT security services
provider. "Phishing is on
the rise. In fact, recent stats
from a leading global cyber
Richard Broeke, Securicom
intelligence company, CYREN,
show that phishing has increased by 15% since January 2015.
www2.securicom.co.za

How
lekker is local?
Keeping revenue local empowers
companies investing in the future
of SA to mature their products,
drive innovation and ultimately
create employment opportunities.
SA is not known for its strong
innovative technological abilities,
and as a result, many products and
services in the local IT sector are
based on imported products. From
a macro-economic perspective,
international products create
employment, but it also means
between 60%-85% of the product
revenue leaves our shores. That's
potential revenue that could stay
in the country if local companies
support local innovation initiatives.
"Internships and innovations are
catalysts for job creation. Businesses
looking for ways to create new
jobs and drive economic growth
are finding innovation to be a core
element," says Keith Mclachlan,
CEO at Sintrex.
www.sintrex.com

John Mc Loughlin, J2 Software

Stop
security gaps
South African organisations are
increasingly looking to protect
themselves against the insider
threat, says John Mc Loughlin, MD
of J2 Software. This is as the result
of more stringent compliance
and regulatory requirements,
as well as the higher profile of
insider breaches. According to
Mc Loughlin, SystemSkan has
highlighted security holes and
issues within every company
where the solution was installed.
In each case, the businesses were
unaware of these risks.
www.j2.co.za

Overcoming fear with agile

Traffic growth:
next constant of the future

When you embark on agile transformation, you need to know that
certain things are going to happen, including discomfort, says Stephen de
Villiers Graaff, principal agile consultant at DVT. As an agile consultant,
fear is almost always the subject of an agile consultation. Removing fear
is not only impossible, but also highly inadvisable. Fearlessness leads to
complacency, which leads to arrogance, which leads to accidents. Agility
teaches you that if something seems insurmountable, you question it
until you understand it. In this way, fear becomes part of the process.
Every day, every minute, you make the conscious decision to face your
fear. After a while, you find it's not that scary anymore, he says.
www.dvt.co.za

A recent report by networking giant Cisco has revealed global IP traffic will
continue to grow exponentially, with annual traffic finally surpassing what
it called the "zettabyte threshold" in 2016, reaching an annual rate of 1.1
zettabytes, or more than all the IP traffic generated between 1984 and 2013.
The report: “Visual Networking Index Global Forecast and Service Adoption
report for 2013 to 2018”, says this spike in IP traffic highlights a dramatic shift
in worldwide Internet consumption that Cisco has predicted, as consumers
turn more and more to mobile devices and the ‘Internet of everything' that
is taking over our business and personal lives. The report foresees more than
half of all IP traffic will come from non-PC devices by 2018.
www.eoh-ns.co.za
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REPORTBACK: GARTNER: SYMPOSIUM

CIOs must rise to
digital challenge
Making IT the central point for volume and innovation.

T

he annual Gartner Symposium/
ITxpo taking place at the Cape Town
International Convention Centre from 28
to 30 September will examine the need for
companies to evolve into a digital business
and remain competitive.
“No company, irrespective of size and
industry, can afford to avoid the digital
disruption taking place. Gartner predicts
this will be a defining year in which CIOs
will use digital to transform their risks into
bold business outcomes,” says Jeffrey Mann,
Gartner research VP.
What started as a discussion on the Nexus
of Forces (the convergence of social, cloud,
mobile and information) four years ago grew
to examining how to lead in the digital world

in 2013, and new digital business processes
and business models in 2014.
This year, the theme of the symposium is
built around the need for CIOs to rise to the
challenge of making IT the central point for
value and innovation in the organisation.
“Today, companies need to pursue agile
practices at digital speeds while still focusing
on IT reliability to support the core business.
The symposium will help delegates discover
the precise speed, agility, and leadership
skills needed to harness this massive wave of
technology change,” says Mann.
Multiple tracks will detail the strategies,
insights, and tools executives need to lead
the next-generation of IT. There will be
sessions on technology and transformation

leadership discussions, and a business
outcomes stream.
Speakers will include the likes of Kenyan
analyst Mbula Schoen, who will discuss the
‘hype cycle’ for ICT in Africa; and Gartner
research VP Brian Burke, who will present
the top strategic technology trends for 2016.
“As the digital business matures and
becomes more pervasive, organisations are
making digital the core of their enterprise
strategy. The focus towards a true digital
business starts with the customer or citizen,
and considers a whole new technology
ecosystem which we will explore in-depth
this year,” adds Mann.
For more information or to register, visit
www.gartner.co.za/symp15.

27-30 September I Cape Town, South Africa
www.gartner.co.za/symp15

The World’s Most Important Gathering of CIOs and Senior IT Executives

SYMPOSIUM

Rise to the Challenge

INDUSTRY DAY

27 SEPTEMBER

GOVERNMENT
For agenda details and on-line registration please visit www.gartner.co.za/symp15
Call:
4569
Septemberor
2015
| +27 (0)21 79407
*END USER ORGANISATIONS ONLY

ITWEB/IN4GROUP LEGACY TRANSFORMATION SURVEY
By SUZANNE FRANCO

Moving with the times
Real-time access to legacy data is a priority for many
businesses, the survey finds.

E

xisting legacy systems represent a
headache for many organisations.
They are overwhelmed by inefficiencies
and restricted in their ability to
take advantage of new technologies
and resources like mobile and cloud
computing.
IT departments are under pressure
to deliver replacement solutions, but
they need an effective legacy systems
transformation strategy, implementation
plan and toolsets.
The ITWeb/In4Group 2015 Legacy
Transformation Survey, which ran
online for two weeks in June, set out
to understand the limitations and
inefficiencies that organisations in SA are
facing that could be directly attributed to
legacy IT systems.
“Many organisations using legacy
applications struggle with revenue losses,
operational efficiencies, limitations in
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integration to other systems, limitations in
access to real-time reporting, limitations
in ability to automate workflow, key
man dependency, increased complex
user training and deteriorating user
experience,” says Jennitha Chinniah, CEO
at In4Group.
Companies can also feel restricted
in leveraging newly evolving customer
interaction channels, she adds. These
challenges and risks can be addressed by
embarking on a legacy transformation
project that addresses the issues while
ensuring the IP invested in these legacy
systems is safeguarded.
The respondents were pretty much
evenly split when it comes to current legacy
systems usage, with 52% indicating their
organisation is using a legacy application,
and 48% indicating they are not.
Exactly half of the respondents reported
their company’s reluctance to migrate to
newer platforms.
“Most of the legacy applications were
written many decades ago and would
have complex screen and business
logics embedded into them,” comments
Chinniah. “These applications are critical
to the day-to-day operations of the
enterprise, and in most of the cases,
the people who have written these
applications would have retired or are
almost approaching retirement age. To
add to this, most of these systems would
not be well documented, and hence any
exercise to rewrite the system would
encompass detailed re-engineering
activities that are time-consuming, very
expensive and quite risky.”
Achieving functional equivalence
with the legacy application is critical
during such rewrite approaches, she
says, which almost always proves to
be impossible. “Hence, an approach
towards transformation that eliminates
the need to rewrite the applications must

always be considered before opting for a
rewrite exercise. This approach enables
organisations to contain and retain the
legacy IP, while still being able to enhance
functionality, become Web enabled and
achieve service orientation on the existing
legacy landscape.”
A third of the respondents said their
company has experienced a loss of both
revenue and customers that can be
attributed to slow delivery linked to legacy
environments or batch processing. It also
emerged that 39% of respondents indicated
their internal IT team spends a lot of time
trying to integrate legacy systems.
“System integration could be very
difficult or even impossible when dealing
with legacy application,” warns Chinniah.
“Even if it is possible, it would be limited
integration, and thousands of lines of
codes would make things more complex to
manage in the long run, while increasing
total cost of ownership of the application.”
The survey revealed the majority of
respondents (64%) do not have a big data
strategy in place within their organisation;
however, 65% are planning to access
legacy data in real-time to enable their big
data strategy.
“Given the fact that we live in an
information age where customers,
employees and decision-makers alike
are demanding meaningful information
at the tip of their fingers in real-time,”
Chinniah comments. “This has placed a lot
of pressure on internal IT teams to look for
solutions that can extract, transform, load
(ETL) and present data as close to realtime as possible.”
She notes most companies have opted to
go the ETL way by moving data from the
source into big data appliances to provide
on-demand reporting and dashboards.
“Even though this approach works for
non-legacy applications, it proves to be a very
expensive and a very batch-reliant approach

LEGACY REPLACEMENT CHALLENGES
ARE THERE LEGACY APPLICATIONS
IN PLACE WITHIN YOUR
ORGANISATION?

ARE YOU EXPERIENCING
REVENUE LOSS DUE TO OPERATORS
USING LEGACY SCREENS?
69%

Yes
52%

31%
No
48%
Yes

HAVE YOU LOST CUSTOMERS DUE TO THE SLOW
PACE OF SERVICE DELIVERY LINKED TO YOUR LEGACY
ENVIRONMENT AND BATCH PROCESSING?

No

DOES YOUR LEGACY FUNCTIONALITY HAVE TO BE
AVAILABLE ON MOBILE DEVICES?
61%

69%
39%

31%

Yes

No

DOES YOUR IT TEAM SPEND TIME TRYING TO INTEGRATE
LEGACY SYSTEMS TO ENABLE WEB SERVICES?

Yes

No

IS ACCESS TO LEGACY DATA IN REAL TIME IMPORTANT TO
YOUR BUSINESS?

69%
59%

41%
31%

Yes

No

Yes
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ITWEB/IN4GROUP LEGACY TRANSFORMATION SURVEY

for legacy systems, given the fact that most of
the transactional data in big organisations still
resides within legacy systems.”
Chinniah says there is an urgent need
to relook at this approach: “This is where
In4Group’s real-time data access toolsets
come into play. They allow organisations
to gain real-time access to legacy data,
but also prepare and present this data in
forms of report and dashboards, while
not using the main processing capacity of
the mainframe. This is true real-time big
data,” Chinniah concludes.

IT DEPARTMENTS ARE EXPERIENCING PRESSURE TO DELIVER
SOLUTIONS, AS LEGACY REPLACEMENT POSES MANY CHALLENGES
FOR ORGANISATIONS.
The 2015 Legacy Transformation Survey was run online on ITWeb for a period of two weeks during June
and set out to determine:
1
2
3

Are organisations experiencing revenue losses linked to using legacy screens?
Do organisations run complex batch processes to extract data?
Is access to legacy data in real-time important to their business?

WHO RESPONDED?
• A total of 84 valid responses to the survey.
• Just over half of the respondents were IT managers.
• Forty-five percent of respondents are from companies with 500 or more employees.

DO YOU HAVE A BIG DATA STRATEGY IN PLACE AND DOES
THIS INCLUDE LEGACY?
Yes
36%

ARE YOU PLANNING TO ACCESS LEGACY DATA IN REAL
TIME TO ENABLE YOUR BIG DATA STRATEGY?
No
35%

Yes
65%
No
64%

IS YOUR ORGANISATION CURRENTLY ON A LEGACY
TRANSFORMATION JOURNEY AND HAS IT TAKEN MORE
THAN 6 MONTHS TO ACHIEVE RESULTS?

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO EXPLORE A POC TO
INVESTIGATE AN OUT OF THE BOX APPROACH TOWARDS
LEGACY TRANSFORMATION?

54%
46%

46%

Yes

10

54%

No
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Yes

No

If you’re in the IT channel, you’re probably used to the fact that IT has its own
language, and we’re not talking Cobol here.
For you, the words ‘mouse’, ‘tablets’ and ‘cloud’ have different
meanings than for most of the population. In your
world, a ‘security consultant’ is someone
who understands firewalls, not a
doorman at Teazers. And a ‘vendor’
isn’t someone who’s trying to sell
you sunglasses at the robot.
Whether you work at a vendor,
distributor, systems integrator,
value-added reseller, managed
services provider, technology
consultancy or run a computer shop,
you need to know what’s going on in the
fast-paced ICT world.
Written exclusively for the South African channel
with an independent focus, The Margin is designed
to provide you with insight into technology trends,
sales opportunities, tips on how to grow your
business and ultimately provide you with the
information you need to improve your margins.
If you want a fresh voice and different conversation
about what’s happening in the channel, The Margin speaks your
language.

To subscribe to receive The Margin magazine in
print for free, visit www.themargin.co.za today.
You can also download digital versions (PDF, or
for iPad and Android).
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EVENT REPORTBACK: CLOUD COMPUTING EXECUTIVE FORUM
By MICHELLE AVENANT

Customer experience
central to digitalisation
South Africa is on the verge of a rush in cloud adoption.

TONY DE SOUSA, managing executive
solutions: Telkom Business.

S

A could be on the verge of a rapid rush
in cloud adoption, said Clinton Jacobs,
senior IT analyst at BMI-TechKnowledge.
He was speaking at the Telkom Business
Cloud Computing Executive Forum hosted
by ITWeb, in Johannesburg, recently.
Global research indicates SA is among
the developing countries with strong
digitalisation potential, said Jacobs, citing a
2014 report by the Fletcher School at Tufts
University.
The Digital Evolution Index gauges the
digital transformation of economies in
the developed and developing worlds.
The index divides countries into four
categories: "Stand Out" countries have
established and continue an upward
digitalisation trajectory; "Stall Out"
countries have achieved much but are
falling behind; "Break Out" countries are
not currently digitalised, but are poised
for rapid digitalisation in the future; and
"Watch Out" countries continue to struggle
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with digitalisation. SA is classified as a
"Break Out" country.
Jacobs believes SA's digitalisation
potential could mean it is currently at a
critical "tipping point" for cloud adoption.
There are several factors feeding into this
tipping point, he noted.
One prominent factor is data centre
proliferation, Jacobs explained. Roughly 50
000 square metres of commercial IT space
is available to the market from services
providers, over 20 000 square metres of
which is unutilised. With servers becoming
denser and more power-hungry, "we will
run out of power long before we run out of
data centre space available to the market".
Another factor is connectivity
expansion, Jacobs continued. Recent
upgrades to the submarine cable systems
connecting SA to the rest of the world, as
well as the long-awaited implementation
of fibre, will lead to significant
connectivity improvements for businesses
in SA, he explained.
Data transfer improvement also makes
cloud more appealing, Jacobs went on.
These include high-efficiency video
coding, Aspera FASP, and BitTorrent for
enterprise, which, despite its connotation
with piracy, is ideal for file-sharing in
corporate environments, he said.
Improvements in security and regulation
also encourage cloud adoption, Jacobs
added, noting the Protection of Personal
Information (POPI) Act could provide some
of the data protection regulations needed
in a cloud-heavy economy.
Many of the objections businesses have
to cloud adoption come from a place of
misinformation and biased comfort with
traditional infrastructure, said Jacobs. As
cloud is adopted and these objections are
resolved, stakeholders will start to see the
value in cloud and acceptance will become
widespread, he predicted.

Serve me now!
“In the digital era, the biggest barrier to
entry is customer experience and customer

BERNARD DONNELLY, senior manager:
IT solutions architecture, Telkom Business IT &
cloud solutions.

loyalty,” added Tony De Sousa, managing
executive of solutions at Telkom Business.
Digitalisation – including but not limited
to cloud computing, big data and analytics,
social media, and mobility – enables a
better customer experience above all else,
he continued.
The integration of technology into
customers’ lives has made and continues to
make several changes in the way customers
interact with the businesses that serve
them, said De Sousa. These changes can
be summarised under the mantra that
customers want a solution that will serve
“me, now, and [be] simple”.
Beyond giving customers fast, alwayson services that require as little effort to
use as possible, businesses need to harness
analytics to offer each customer options
that are ideally suited to what they want as
individuals, De Sousa said.
Successful digital companies are not
only those with a so-called “digital DNA”,

EVENT REPORTBACK: CLOUD COMPUTING EXECUTIVE
FORUM

massive challenge, noted Bernard Donnelly,
senior manager for IT solutions architecture
at Telkom Business IT & Cloud Solutions.
While business strategy and the
corresponding organisational structure
can be turned around relatively quickly,
the software and infrastructure underlying
these aspects can take years to overhaul,
Donnelly observed.
In addition, cloud computing does not
lend itself well to quick, interim fixes, as
switching to a different cloud vendor or
from public to private cloud can result
in massive data and, correspondingly,
financial losses, Donnelly noted. He
cited the example of UK retailer Marks &
Spencer, which lost all of its customer data
and Web site data when it moved from
Amazon to its own in-house infrastructure.
While moving fast, businesses also
need to make decisions carefully,
Donnelly observed.
CLINTON JACOBS, senior IT analyst, BMITechKnowledge.

companies which have been digitally built
from the ground up, but those which
mine and harness data from every single
interaction they have with a customer, said
De Sousa. He listed examples such as Google,
Amazon, Facebook, Apple and Alibaba.
“If your organisation does not embrace
digitalisation, you’ve opened the door for
a new competitor to come and define your
market space,” he warned.
Yet, even for companies that readily
embrace digitalisation, this transition is a

The Cloud Computing
Executive Forum is a
Telkom Business event, in
partnership with ITWeb.
This business breakfast
brought together seniorlevel executives, managers
and technical specialists to
have conversations about
cloud computing trends and
research findings, all things
digital in unison, and Telkom’s
journey into the cloud.
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EVENT REPORTBACK: DATA CENTRES: THE NEXT FRONTIER 2015
By REGINA PAZVAKAVAMBWA AND ADMIRE MOYO

Hazards of outsourcing
data centres
As many companies choose to outsource their data centres, it is prudent to
look at potential challenges and how best to overcome them.

KEVIN GOVENDER, group chief enterprise
architect at Transnet.

D

ata centres are high investment areas
and are typically built every 10 to 15
years. As a result, most companies end up
tuning their environments over this period.
The majority of organisations are shifting
their data centre sourcing strategies from
ownership to access, according to Kevin
Govender, group chief enterprise architect at
Transnet, spoke at the Data Centres: The Next
Frontier hosted by ITWeb 2015 conference, at
The Forum, in Bryanston, recently.
While SA seems to be ahead of most
African countries when it comes to data
centre trends, it appears to be lagging in
comparison to global data centre players, said
Nkosana Mbokane, CTO of TechnoChange
Solutions. Mbokane noted the level of
maturity can be measured, for example,
by counting the number of South African
companies with tier-four data centres.
According to Govender, the dilemma
most companies are faced with is either to
build and own their own data centre, or

14
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outsource and subscribe to services and
preferred access.
Faced with this question, he pointed
out cloud, big data, mobility, social and
regulation are influencing the decisionmaking process and adding complexity to
data centre strategies.
By owning a data centre, organisations
face the burden of maintenance and
ensuring the data centre is still valuable,
while also guaranteeing it is green, among
other issues.
"They must also aim for intelligence
linked with the integration of data centres
across different providers and geographic
locations. It involves high performance
data analysis of increasing volumes of data
and intelligent insight," he said.
Explaining risk and availability,
Govender said the digital world is creating
new types and levels of risk mostly
because of cyber crime; thus, CIOs must
"focus on risk and availability in a new and
broader sense".
Some of the risks that should be
considered are the data privacy laws of the

NKOSANA MBOKANE, CTO of
TechnoChange Solutions.

country where the data will be hosted, said
Francis Cronjé, CEO at InfoSeal.
Companies must take heed of legal
pitfalls they will face when outsourcing to
the cloud, said Cronjé.
Cronje warned companies to carefully
understand the consequences of

REPORTBACK: DATA CENTRES: THE NEXT FRONTIER 2015

WARREN OLIVIER, regional manager at
Veeam Software.

outsourcing, so all risks are diminished
before starting what could be a costly
endeavour for an organisation.
Businesses need to understand the
regulatory, contractual and other
jurisdictional constraints about the
physical locations of data, said Cronjé.
"I still believe cloud holds the best
value and brings about a shift from
capital expenditure to operating expense,
but companies must make sure they
understand the disaster recovery plan and
exit processes."
Companies need to be assured by
asking the cloud service provider that
unauthorised access to its information
or data is prevented and covered – from
both protection against external "hacking"
attacks and access by the cloud provider's
personnel or by other users of the data
centre, said Cronje.
Companies should make sure they can
adequately oversee any sub-processors
(irrespective of their location) that service
providers use or might use, he added.
Subsequent to that, the company must
make sure it has the necessary agreements
and contracts in place to ensure the security
of the organisation's information or data.
In addition to all that, they must be
able to meet their business needs by being
“always on”. Even planned downtime is

unacceptable, said Warren Olivier, regional
manager at Veeam Software.
Chief information officers (CIOs) are now
under pressure to meet increased availability
requirements of the modern data centre, he
noted, referring to the Veeam Data Centre
Availability Report 2014. It said enterprises
cannot meet the requirements of an
"always-on" business with application failure
occurring more than once per month.
According to the report, 82% of CIOs said
they cannot meet their business' needs.
More than 90% of CIOs are under
pressure to recover data faster, reducing
the financial impact of unplanned
downtime; and back up data more often,
reducing the risk of data loss.
This availability gap has immediate
costs: application failure costs enterprises
more than $2 million a year in lost revenue,
productivity, opportunities and data
irretrievably lost through backups failing
to recover, said Veeam Software.
It found, unplanned application
downtime occurs more than once
per month (13 times per year); and
unplanned application downtime costs an
organisation between $1.4 million and $2.3
million annually in lost revenue, decreased
productivity and missed opportunities.
Olivier pointed out IT departments are
missing the recovery time objective their

businesses demand for mission-critical data
by more than an hour, and are more than 2.5
hours away from the always-on standards
set by modern availability solutions.
Even more troubling, he added, they are
missing the required recovery point objective
– how often data is backed up – by
1.5 hours, and they are a staggering
4.5 hours away from modern alwayson standards.
To keep pace, Olivier pointed out,
enterprises need entirely new types of
solutions that enable 24/7 availability in a
way that legacy data protection and backup
products could never do.
"This means high-speed, guaranteed
recovery of every file, application or
virtual server when needed. It means
leveraging backup data and environments
to test the deployment of new applications,
mitigating the risk of failure. And it
means complete visibility, with proactive
monitoring and alerting of issues before
they affect operations."
In regards to agility and innovation,
Govender said businesses must shift their
focus from IT efficiency to value creation;
create innovative value for their business;
move from IT management to digital
inspiration; and build infrastructure
platforms that lead to faster deployment
of technology.
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EVENT REPORTBACK: CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE EXECUTIVE FORUM
By REGINA PAZVAKAVAMBWA

The reinvention of contact centres in
Africa – what does the future hold?
Contact centres need a single 360 degree view of
their customers in order to survive.

GAVIN ATKINSON, CEO call centre
BankservAfrica Integrated Solutions.

T

o increase engagement, contact
centres need to reinvent themselves
and deliver real-time, multi-channel
views of their customers. An integrated
approach that puts the customer
experience first is critical for businesses
that want to flourish in a fiercely
competitive environment.
Most contact centres are struggling
to move to the true digital multichannel environment, "Most of contact
centres across the continent are still
using legacy infrastructure and are
struggling to move to the new digital
world," said Gavin Atkinson, CEO call
centre at BankservAfrica Integrated
Solutions speaking during the Interactive
Intelligence Customer Experience
Executive Forum hosted by ITWeb in
Johannesburg recently.
"Organisations need to unify all their
sources of customer intelligence – they
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need to unify their channels; and they
need a single 360-degree view of their
customers. Only then can they implement
the proper omni-channel strategy without
which they will not be able to manage the
customer experience." said Gareth Mellon,
programme manager, ICT team at Frost &
Sullivan Africa.
The proliferation of devices, Web
applications, and services that cater for
consumers' needs, enabling them to
research, purchase and interact with
companies through numerous channels,
have changed customer experience
management.
According to Mellon, customers
are navigating multiple channels and
expecting consistent buying experiences.
They expect to be able to move across
multiple channels seamlessly – to start an
interaction on the Web and continue it in
the call centre, social networking site and
online store.
There are now many touchpoints to
manage, without unification and a single
view, each customer contact tends to be
handled as an isolated interaction – and
this is fundamentally wrong – customer
journeys are never isolated interactions,
noted Mellon. Unifying the customer
experience in a multichannel world has
become essential to engaging, acquiring,
and retaining customers, he said.
But with that said, contact centres still
have a profound effect on organisations'
abilities to deliver high quality services in
the African region. The panel discussion
about trends and challenges shaping the
future of Africa's contact centres also
reiterated this message.
Deon Scheepers, manager sales
operations Africa at Interactive
Intelligence, one of the panellists, said
for the foreseeable future, most people
will still use voice to interact with
contact centres. Therefore agents cannot
leave customers waiting in a costly and
frustrating queue for a long time.

GARETH MELLON, programme manager, ICT
team at Frost & Sullivan Africa.

Another panellist Rod Jones, head of Rod
Jones Consulting, said that in Africa there
is little knowledge or understanding about
the operational realities of contact centres.
He noted much work needs to be done to
provide this knowledge, both at the executive
and the middle management levels.
Africa being so diverse and multilingual,
contact centres in this continent are also
faced with language issues. This challenge
also impacts on contact centre staffing – if
businesses want to provide for multiplelanguages, they need to recruit and train
accordingly, While speech recognition for
self-service is common around the world,
Africa's diverse languages and dialects
have delayed the use of speech as a selfservice engine, said Scheepers.
Atkinson, also agreed with him
by saying that when deploying voice
recognition technology, the range of
accents and multitude of languages across

EVENT REPORTBACK: CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
EXECUTIVE FORUM
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ROD JONES, head of Rod Jones Consulting.

DEON SCHEEPERS, manager sales
operations Africa at Interactive Intelligence.

Africa presents some challenges mainly
because it is costly to write utterances
for the various languages.
However, in South Africa, where contact
centres are well established, the role of the
contact centre is changing significantly –
they are becoming the last point of contact
as opposed to the first, he notes.
The young generation especially will opt to

use internet and mobile applications first and
therefore contact centres, as the last point of
contact, should deliver absolute resolution of
the query in one call, says Atkinson.
Therefore, contact centre agents need
to understand their customer base and
apply the right technology to the right
segment – because one size does not fit all,
said Mellon.
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COMPANY NEWS

SECURITY
Mimecast services
extend protection
Mimecast has announced two
new measures designed to protect
against spear-phishing. Attachment
Protect and User Awareness
enhancements reduce the threat
from malware-laden attachments,
and help IT teams improve
employee security awareness. They
join Mimecast Targeted Threat
Neil Murray, Mimecast
Protection – URL Protect to give
customers a comprehensive line of defence against the key technical and
human risks from spear-phishing in one cloud-based service.
www.mimecast.com

ATIO introduces Ixia BreakingPoint
ATIO is proud to announce the addition of the Ixia BreakingPoint
solution to its portfolio. In today's world of crippling cyber attacks
and continuous application growth, organisations need to know
their networks are secure enough to handle the worst that cyber
criminals can throw at them. BreakingPoint is a security resilience
test platform designed to help enterprises, governments, service
providers, and equipment manufacturers. With Ixia BreakingPoint,
organisations gain a holistic view into emerging threats and
applications – along with advanced insight into the resiliency of
an organisation's IT infrastructure under operationally relevant
conditions and malicious attacks.
www.atio.co.za

ITR releases
Firewall Analyser

VMS can
save you time

ManageEngine recently unveiled
cloud control capability for
Firewall Analyzer, its security
log analysis and firewall device
management software. Using
this new feature, security
professionals can identify
shadow IT operating beyond
the administrator's control. The
cloud control capability includes
new reports that empower
security administrators to
monitor beyond network app
usage and bandwidth and to
exercise control over shadow IT.
With the advent of cloud, mobile
apps and BYOD, IT infrastructure
is getting complex and becoming
increasingly difficult to
manage when compared tothe
relative simplicity of managing
the legacy client-server
architecture.
www.itrtech.co.za

Tyco Security Products has
released the newest version
of the victor Video Management
System (VMS), which manages
live/recorded video from all
of Tyco Security Products'
recorders, as well as Kantech
and Software House access
control systems, DCS intrusion
solutions and third-party
solutions in a single, intuitive
interface. This new update
significantly improves the
user's experience in organising
and managing events, as
well as the creation of incident
reports, allowing a holistic
management of alarms, reporting
and investigations from diverse
systems, including: access
control, intrusion, fire, intercom,
elevator and
HVAC systems.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com
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The landscape of IT risk
In many organisations, information security tends to be an island. The
attention seems to be heavily focused on security breaches and crime.
All security professionals preach the attributes of confidentiality,
integrity and availability. However, the time is focused mostly on
confidentiality, which is all about information and services being
accessible to only those who are authorised. Very few actually address
integrity (safeguarding the accuracy and completeness of information
and services) and availability (authorised customers have access to the
information and services when required).
www.deesmith.co.za

CEM releases eDCM 350
CEM Systems has released the OSDP v2 compliant eDCM 350. The
CEM eDCM 350 OSDP is a two-door intelligent IP controller that is
designed to interface to Open Supervised Device Protocol (OSDP)
compliant smart card readers, which provides a secure encrypted
communication channel between the smart card reader and the
door controller. CEM Systems is an HID Global partner, supporting
a selection of OSDP v2 compliant HID Global card readers.
With added Secure Channel Protocol specification, it provides
bidirectional communications and advanced security features for
connecting to OSDP compliant card readers.
www.tycosecurityproducts.com

Understand
the cloud
The threat to a company's data
continues to escalate globally, and,
according to IT security experts, the
only proven way to effectively protect
this critical resource is to apply the
most advanced data protection
software available and introduce
tried and trusted methodologies
from the most secure agencies and
organisations. Danie Marais, founder
and GM of Attix5, believes there is a
great deal to be learnt from the way
these institutions manage digital data.
Danie Marais, Attix5
www.attix5.com

Cyber security
courses on offer
The success of the Certificate in
Cyber Security offered by the Cape
Peninsula University of Technology
(CPUT), the French South African
Institute of Technology (F'SATI) and
CS Interactive Training exposed the
need for targeted, practical training
from a South African perspective.
Due to the success of the first offering
at the beginning of 2015, the course
will be offered for a second time.
Prof Elmarie Biermann,
www.csinteractivetraining.com
CS Interactive Training

COMPANY NEWS

TELECOMS
Telkom debuts SmartPhone plans

Dell releases mobility survey

On the back of Telkom's recent introduction of a range of mobile
voice bundles, Telkom then announced its four new SmartPhone
plans offering customers three times the value of the plan they
purchase. "These new plans give Telkom customers more choice
as well as three times the value," says Attila Vitai, Telkom's MD:
Consumer and Mobile Services. Customers need never go out
of bundle again and are able to top up the service they use most
often. An individual who makes calls to Telkom fixed-line numbers
more often than other types of voice calls can top up just with the
minutes of the same calling type rather than going out-of-bundle.
www.telkom.co.za

Dell recently announced the results of its survey into the use of
mobile devices by South African businesses. It found more than
95% of employees in South African companies rely on the use of
mobile devices to do business. The research, which was carried
out in association with Microsoft, surveyed IT professionals
from companies with more than 250 employees. "Dell is proud
to be part of this study that has shown the strength of mobility
in the country. This is a trend that has been reflected globally, as
shown by the recent Dell Evolving workforce survey," says Chris
Buchanan, client solutions lead, Dell Southern and Central Africa.
www.dell.co.za

HARDWARE
Develop
introduces ineo+
3350/3850

Epson's dye-sub line-up complete
Epson has unveiled two new dye-sublimation printers to help
users reliably and cost-effectively produce superior quality textiles
and promotional goods. The SC-F7200 and SC-F6200 printers,
which are both capable of producing high-quality printed textiles
such as clothing, sportswear and home textiles, are backed up
with warranty and service support, allowing textile producers,
photographic studios and promotional product companies to
benefit from Epson's high-quality output with peace of mind.
www.epson.co.za

Tyco answers
business
surveillance
needs
Tyco Security Products has
released a new range of
IP cameras and NVRs that
meets the budget of small to
medium-sized businesses,
while satisfying their need
for high-quality video
surveillance. Illustra Essentials,
which features 1MP and 2MP
resolution variants, including
bullet cameras and minidomes with IR LEDs and an
indoor mini-dome option, is
the latest addition to Tyco's
extensive Illustra camera
portfolio, all Essentials versions
offer H.264 and MJPEG dualstream, a 3.6mm-fixed lens, 30
images per second at 1 080p or
720p for crisp, clear images and
IR illumination up to 20m.
www.tycosecurityproducts.
com

OKI new devices,
new solutions
The OKI ES9465 and ES9475 are
two high-performance, LEDbased, smart A3 digital colour
multifunction devices that are
available exclusively through the
dealer office equipment channel.
Part of the OKI Executive Series,
these feature-rich, copier-based
devices deliver high-quality
performance in a lightweight,
compact design. With their
introduction, OKI SA further
expands its broad and awardwinning portfolio of printing
solutions available through the
channel, offering a complement
of A3 and A4 devices within
the mid to large workgroup
segment. For the customer, the
ES9465 and ES9475 are among
the smallest footprint, lightest
weight and quietest of any
comparable devices within their
product segment.
www.okisa.co.za

Marc Pillay, Develop South Africa

The recently launched ineo+
3350/3850 from Develop is a
feature-rich A4 colour device
that meets all the document
needs of home office workers,
small businesses, start-ups or
small to mid-sized workgroups
in whatever field of business they
operate. "There has been a lot of
potential for improvement in the
segment of A4 multifunctional
colour devices," says divisional
MD of Develop SA, Marc Pillay.
www.developsa.com

In-house
printing just got
smarter
A revolution for digital
printing, a revelation for
design: OKI's breakthrough
printer innovation removes
the last barrier to creativity
and design – how to print
in any colour you desire,
including white, simply and
cost-effectively. "The device
is ideal for individual and
Emile Pitout, OKI
short run display materials,
point-of-sales material, bespoke stationery, t-shirts, promotional
merchandise, film printing and packaging,” says OKI product
manager Emile Pitout.
www.okisa.co.za
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: DATA

Governance in
the open source era
Third-party providers can't be used for storing
and distributing certain corporate information.
the consumerisation of technology, there
is a certain expectation that this open and
collaborative approach to information is
mimicked in the corporate environment.
After all, is it not simpler to share a
presentation with a customer using such a
file-sharing platform than having to jump
through countless (and onerous) security
hoops?
Unfortunately, when using such a
platform, the information is stored on the
servers of the provider. These third-party
providers cannot be used for the storing and
distribution of certain corporate information.

File-sharing is a
good concept, but
businesses must
apply this mindset
to create in-house
solutions.

Defeating the purpose

MUGGIE VAN STADEN, MD of Obsidian Systems.

I

n the digital world, business is driven
by data, with corporate governance
providing the mechanisms and processes
for its control and management. Given the
prevalence of open source in platforms used
today, how are companies managing their
fiduciary requirements while still giving
employees the flexibility of working in a
collaborative environment?
Regulation provides companies with strict
guidelines on the kind of information they
keep and how it is stored. The introduction
of the Protection of Personal Information
Act (POPI) also means certain things cannot
be stored outside the borders of SA. But, as
with all regulatory requirements, companies
must take a systemic approach to how they
balance stakeholder expectations of openness
with corporate requirements.
It is crucial to ensure employees
understand governance from an information
perspective. People have become so used
to applications like Dropbox, Google Drive,
and Microsoft OneDrive, it has become
almost second nature to share documents
and images with family and friends. With
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Countless times, although companies
might have the best high-end security
environment money can buy, the
counterproductive act of employees using
Dropbox to save sensitive corporate data
still occurs. File-sharing is a good concept,
but businesses must apply this mindset
to create in-house solutions. Decisionmakers must give the IT department the
functionality and control to establish an
internal file-sharing methodology that
meets governance requirements.
In the past, cloud computing initiatives
have been great, but IT can quickly lose
control of which employees do what activities
on various platforms. The same thinking
should apply to file-sharing and data storage.
Employee education becomes an integral
component of this new dispensation. Just as
staff members receive security briefings and
directives on cloud solutions, so too should
they be made aware of compliant file-sharing
solutions and good corporate governance
when it comes to data on the company and
client side.

Hot water
The reality is non-compliance with POPI can
cause trouble for a company. The financial
costs could be significant, not to mention
the reputational ones. If employees store
data in the wrong place, it could have serious

repercussions on governance. So, who is
responsible for this? Is it the IT department,
or perhaps HR? Unfortunately, there is
no real answer. Companies must decide
internally and manage this information
environment more effectively than they
might have done in the past.
Another consideration is how open
source data systems in Africa are growing in
popularity, thanks to their cost efficiency and
flexibility to integrate with older machines
and infrastructure.
But, despite the convenience of these
systems, they still need to meet compliance
standards. Whether it is a public sector
department or a private business, open
source gives the customisability required
to grow with changing infrastructure
demands. Given how corporate governance
also continually evolves to meet new market
conditions, this gives technology teams the
impetus to adapt to these new frameworks.
While the digital world presents business
with opportunities to do virtually anything,
there is a balance to be had between what is
done in a consumer environment and what is
allowed in a corporate one, from a legislative
perspective. Decision-makers should
evaluate their systems and have a balanced
approach between what business needs to do
and what IT can allow.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: MOBILITY

What is
mobility's future?
Companies must allow mission-critical services to run
in the cloud.

T

he industry is acutely aware of what
the explosion of mobile devices
and applications has done to disrupt
IT. The real impact of it, however, is
being felt in end-user and management
expectations. The challenge for IT is
how this ‘disruption’ will play out in the
approach it needs to take to operational
and business functions.
There is no doubt the future of IT is
mobile. So, how can companies retake the
initiative and prepare for whatever new
developments are thrown into the mix?
For IT, there is a major integration step
that needs to happen. Apple, Google,
Samsung and Microsoft are making big
moves to integrate their own product
families – yet it is the role of IT to make
secure mission-critical apps and data
across these diverse platforms work. No
easy task when considering that in this
mobile first era, consumers are picking
their own devices.

or measure interactions with a certain
product in a retail store.
This opens up new territory for the
enterprise app. It is expected to combine
big data analytics with mission-critical
application data, such as CRM and ERP,
for new insights to devices, as connected
devices give real-time data into business
processes for a holistic business view. But
the apps need to be managed.
For IT, the boldest move that must be
taken in this mobile first world is allowing
mission-critical services to run in the
cloud. These apps could include e-mail,
file, customer and business data services,
all of which support the users in getting
business done. The cloud is not the scary
place it used to be, particularly in light
of mobility. It’s the natural home of
mobile solutions because enterprises can
maintain their business processes and
security in the cloud.

Building a
mobile business

While mobility gains traction, there are
stragglers yet to see the benefit, leaving a
gap for greater awareness and education
to overcome the current barriers.
IT has to lead this change, and its
architectural choices are where it can
make the first stand – in terms of the user,
the services delivered and the control and
management of mobile devices. Mobile
cloud will give businesses the ability
to govern and monitor access to data,
offering a stronger chance of protecting

This is where policy management and
device management really come to the
fore. For example, most enterprise users
have a Windows laptop, but use an iOS
or Android phone. IT needs to secure
and manage these devices, apps and
content across business platforms. The
real consideration here is to whom and to
which device mission-critical applications
should be driven for the business, and
which platforms should be supported in
this quest for business mobility.
Look at Samsung… it makes everything
from dishwashers to fridges to
smartphones, and it’s starting to put the
Internet into these devices. This speaks
volumes to the future of the Internet of
things. While people can now control
the temperature of their homes from
their phones, this machine-to-machine
communication within a production line
could boost productivity and efficiency
within manufacturing and automation,

Architecture for change

The cloud is not
the scary place it
used to be.

NICK BLACK, business manager, end-user
computing, sub-Saharan Africa, VMware.

this data. These services must also be
device-independent if IT is going to have
the necessary control and security levels.
Control must be considered. The key
issue is the application of policy – there
needs to be a change in the language of
management and the development of
an essential engine that establishes the
permissions for which user has access to
which services.
Looking ahead, the issue around
managing mobile devices will simply go
away and the platform will take on this
role. As more applications become mobile
aware and more apps move to the cloud,
companies will need a stronger security
layer to manage those devices.
Employees are tech savvy and have a
sense of what IT can provide, so they feel
entitled to the same experience in the
workplace. Remember, freedom inspires
greater trust and feelings of inclusion –
the mantra for the mobile first world.
Concerns over trust, ownership and
delivery have, until now, held some
companies back from the mobile cloud, but
with the right tools and solutions, now is the
time to embrace mobility in the workplace.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: BIG DATA

The ballad of open data
Do people know who is collecting data on them?
Enter stage right
It is estimated that 2.5 quintillion bytes of
data is created every single day; that 90% of
the data in the world today has been created
in the last two years alone [2]; that in 2015,
the amount of data that crosses the Internet
every five minutes or so will be equivalent
in size to the total size of all movies ever
made; and that annual Internet traffic will
reach a zettabyte.
Let's put that in perspective. A quintillion
bytes is equivalent to 57.5 billion 32GB iPads
[3] and a zettabyte is roughly 200 times
the total size of all words ever spoken by
humans [1].
That is a massive volume of information
being generated and stored. Mostly, it is
passive data and completely lacking in
context. It is ‘dirty' big data, just waiting for
the right question to be asked.

possession of large amounts of governmental
data is made honest. By the sharing and
dissemination of big data, passive data,
small data, and archival data – there is an
unprecedented opportunity to change the
world. For a government, perhaps it can
lead to a fairer and more honest reflection
of democracy, one in which resources
are channelled to the right places, where
departments and municipalities are held
accountable.
For the individual, perhaps it can lead to
transparency and a clearer understanding
of how passive and big data is being used to
market, sell and monitor.
For business, perhaps it can help in
redefining the way marketing campaigns are
run and funded.
JESSIE RUDD, BI consultant at PBT Group.

Enter stage left
Appearing for the first time in 1995, the idea
of sharing geophysical and environmental
data, across countries and borders, gave rise
to the concept behind open data.
The authors of the report, written
and released by an American scientific
agency, were promoting an open and
transparent dialogue between countries
in order to better analyse and understand
the global phenomena they were studying
[4]. What it came down to, and what
it has since embraced, is the idea that
collective knowledge, when it is applied to
information, is for the greater good – the
open and free dissemination of information
for the benefit of the masses.

Enter the orchestra
Across the globe, industry leaders in the
world of open data/big data are becoming
more and more wary of the amount of
private and personal data being collected
every day. Do people know who is collecting
information about them? More importantly,
do they know what it is going to be used for?
This staggering volume of freely available
data is being stored and collated by business,
governments and individuals. Granted, it
gives them an unprecedented insight into
consumers – allowing them to understand,
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It is 'dirty' big
data, just waiting
for the right
question to
be asked.
analyse, and ultimately change the world on a
much more personal and fundamental level.
However, it also gives corporations and
individuals an immense opportunity to do
harm to consumers. The bigger and wider
this digital world gets, the more of people's
lives will be laid bare, for good or for bad.
I am not sure there is anything that can be
done about that. However, in understanding
and knowing what is being collated and how
it is being used, there is salve, perhaps even
independence.

The players
Open data is perhaps the most effective
way to ensure the power inherent in the

The curtain
Who people are online is increasingly
becoming who they are. They knowingly
and unknowingly divulge huge amounts of
personal information every day, for better or
for worse.
At the moment, the open data movement
is focusing on making governmental data
open to the public. However, how far is
the world from becoming a society where
every waking, and sleeping, moment is
caught on camera somewhere? Where social
media updates are more important than
the physical entity sitting across the table?
Where hackers and terrorist organisations
can gain access to personal information
relatively easily?

1.
2.
3.

4.

The Zettabyte Era-Trends and
Analysis
http://www-01.ibm.com/
software/data/bigdata/
http://www.storagenewsletter.
com/rubriques/marketreportsresearch/viawest-2-5quintillion-bytes-each-day/
http://www.paristechreview.
com/2013/03/29/brief-historyopen-data/

INDUSTRY INSIGHT: VIDEO-ON-DEMAND

Piracy is
everybody’s issue
South Africa is ranked 14th in the world for
illegal downloads.

T

here’s no getting away from it: South
Africans clearly think pirating movies
and music is acceptable. The big question is
why, and whether it’s possible to change this
mindset.
It’s a real problem. South Africans are
estimated as downloading one million pirated
movies a month from sites like Pirate Bay,
KickAss Torrent and others. SA is ranked 14th
in the world for illegal downloads: a “hall of
shame” in which Brazil takes top honours.
The figure is worrying for reasons as
diverse as illegal downloads fill the coffers of
organised crime to society failing to support
creative endeavours. However, it still doesn’t
tell the whole story, because a new breed of
sites has emerged, allowing films and music
to be streamed, and thus, technically, not
downloaded. Trade in counterfeit DVDs is
also brisk in SA.

thinking is that it’s, well... wrong. Artists
produce creative content, not corporations,
and with that production comes the
expectation of fair reward.

Wasn’t me

JANENE MATSUKIS, spokesperson for
Video-On-Demand.

Rationalising wrongdoing
One explanation that has been floated for the
root of the problem is that, for a long time,
South Africans had no way to access digital
content legally. However, this explanation
doesn’t hold water, as this phenomenon is
shared by many other countries.
Also, many people assume that with
paying for Internet access comes the
unlimited right to consume any and all
content, at no charge. This is similar to
another national mindset that says it’s
alright to pay once-upon-a-time for
municipal services, and then just stop
paying when other priorities are deemed to
have gotten in the way of people’s monthly
utility commitments.
Another factor in “legitimising” pirating is
that even though legal channels for obtaining
digital content are now available – iTunes has
launched locally, for example, and premier
local video-on-demand (VOD) service VIDI
has launched the first local online moviestreaming service – South Africans typically
have to wait some time to access the latest
global content on VOD.

A faceless corporation
which is perceived
to be making too
much profit is
fair game.

According to previous media articles, the
South African Federation Against Copyright
Theft estimates illegal downloads cost the
film industry R300 million to R600 million,
depending on whether one uses video
rentals or cinema tickets as the basis of the
calculation. The impact on local artists’
creativity and general motivation to produce
work is probably impossible to calculate.
Unfortunately, the person in the street
believes the only losers are big businesses,
which can afford to lose their heard-earned
rands. The problem with this erroneous

People find it easier to rationalise illegal
activities when the impact of these activities
is diffused. Certain crimes are seen as
‘victimless’, because the direct consequence
of these actions on individuals cannot be seen.
Following this logic, it’s easy to bribe an
official even though it’s been shown that
society as a whole is harmed. Similarly,
downloading from a pirate site is not
perceived to harm an individual directly – a
faceless corporation which is perceived to
be making too much profit is fair game. The
effect on individual artists is conveniently
ignored.
It’s also easier for people to steal
information than physical items (such as
DVDs) or money. In this way, the immorality
of illegal actions is disguised – and once that
occurs, it’s hard to reverse. People must think
hard about the impact of their decisions, and
this is important – and more difficult – in
an environment where there’s a belief that
‘everyone does it’.
South Africans must accept that ethical
behaviour must be consistent. The public
cannot rail against corporate and government
corruption if they act unethically and
download films illegally. People cannot justify
piracy by conveniently arguing that legal
avenues to access digital content do not exist,
or the costs are too high.
There is a local streaming solution to
support, and everyone needs to contribute to
changing the moral climate of the country.
Finally, and reassuringly, enforcement of
copyright laws in the digital realm is becoming
more vigorous in SA. A South African was
recently criminally convicted for the uploading
of a film to Pirate Bay. While downloading a
film isn’t necessarily criminal, it is illegal and
opens one up to a civil action.
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INDUSTRY INSIGHT: HYPER-CONVERGENCE

Say what?
No really, what is hyper-convergence, in real terms?
modern data centre. The modern data centre
is a resource-hungry animal that needs to
scale rapidly in order to house the volumes
of data. That said, the enterprise storage,
servers, and networking infrastructure of
yesterday aren't keeping up.
Today, IT must focus on five deliverables:
service delivery, efficiency, centralised
management, scale and competitive
advantage. While cost features extensively,
the real pressure lies in the operational
efficiencies IT can deliver and the speed at
which these are rolled out.

What is Web-scale IT?
PAUL RUINAARD, regional sales manager,
sub-Saharan Africa at Nutanix.

C

ontrary to what others try and sell, a
hyper-converged solution is not just
a box with everything on it; it is more, and
less, than that. However, it is possibly one
of the most disruptive technologies facing
IT and the data centre since virtualisation,
because it truly delivers on the notion of
‘consumerisation of hardware'.
Hyper-convergence has been defined
as: a type of infrastructure system with a
software-centric architecture that tightly
integrates compute, storage, networking
and virtualisation resources and other
technologies from scratch in a commodity
hardware box supported by a single vendor.

What is hyperconvergence?
In short, hyper-convergence lets users
do more with less. It integrates and places
all traditional data centre hardware
requirements on one box that the user can
then manage centrally. It is easy to scale,
install, and replace. To expand a hyperconvergence-based infrastructure, just add
nodes to the actual base unit.
Hyper-convergence came about because
legacy data centre infrastructure, as it stands,
no longer meets the high density and high
performance computing demands of the
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The advent of hyper-converged computing
solutions saw the growth of ‘Web-scale IT'.
While the concept is seemingly new, its
principle is founded on a process that dates
back to the industrial revolution – the need to
build a better production process.
Those techies who helped Facebook or
Google to build their data centres – as their
businesses and their need to house more
data grew – will know that playing Tetris
with the server rooms of the past to ensure
they could fit on a smaller footprint was the
inspiration behind hyper-convergence, and
subsequently, Web-scale IT.
At the heart of hyper-convergence is
automation and simplicity. Hyper-converged
devices can automate and rationalise
infrastructure to meet the needs of businesses
with a voracious appetite for data. The key
when first developing these systems was
to ensure they would be as reliable as the
infrastructure of yesterday – while meeting
the demands of today's technologies.
What was needed was a way to enable
cloud-centric economics and scale,
coupled with the scale and performance
served up by the bloated infrastructure in
older data centres.

Making hyperconvergence work
While building this new production process,
a couple of key factors had to be taken into
consideration. A hyper-converged solution
needed to integrate all the qualities required

The modern data
centre is a resourcehungry animal that
needs to scale rapidly
in order to house the
volumes of data.

to build a data centre infrastructure –
processing power, networking and storage
– in the quantities people would want them,
and then offer more.
True hyper-converged systems are able to
offer myriad benefits and features, not least of
which include: data efficiency; elasticity; VMcentricity; data protection; VM mobility; high
availability; and critically, cost efficiency.
The data centre providers of today want to
be able to deploy a data centre that enjoys the
same ability to scale as those of Amazon or
Google. One that isn't geographically large,
but which houses enormous processing
capacity, can scale up or down beyond
traditional barriers, and of which the
"hardware" component has become an easyto-replace commodity.
These requirements are placing strain on
legacy IT infrastructure that to date remains
siloed and is still unable to deliver on the
scalability of the cloud. This is why hyperconvergence is considered as disruptive as it is
– because it blows open the lid on how things
have been done and how some companies still
sell the data centre.
Hyper-convergence lets business take
a long-term view of its investments, fuel
growth and innovation, all the while
improving efficiency and agility, and
dramatically reducing the total cost of
ownership.

COMPANY NEWS

INDUSTRY SOLUTIONS
PMSA drives innovation
When Pan Mixers South Africa (PMSA) decided it wanted to transform
its business into Africa's largest manufacturer of a complete range
of concrete brick, block and paving making machinery, concrete
mixing and weigh batching plants, it took the strategic decision to
make use of technology as a key enabler. Key to this stated vision was
a clearly defined need for transformation in the business. After an
initial assessment of the business, which included defining a more
innovation-friendly organisational approach, Interology, a partner of
Comstor, the Cisco distribution arm of WestconGroup Southern Africa,
proposed a turnkey end-to-end Cisco system, including a combination
of networking, wireless, telephony, and security solutions.
www.interology.co.za

Grant Thornton
partners with Syrex
Syrex recently announced it has completed the installation of the
new network for Grant Thornton Johannesburg. The installation
included the consolidation of its multiple sites in Sandton,
Johannesburg into this single new network structure at the office's
contemporary premises at the Wanderers Office Park in Illovo. The
move is the final step following Grant Thornton Johannesburg's
merger with PKF Johannesburg in July 2013. The new offices, called
'@Grant Thornton', will allow Grant Thornton Johannesburg's
500+ people to collaborate with ease and more efficiency, using
this modern space and the latest technology available.
www.syrex.co.za

COMPUTING
Efficient computing
with CloudGate Square
CloudWare launched its palm-sized CloudGate Square computer
running the Microsoft Windows 8.1 operating system. Building
on the success of the CloudGate X Android computer it brought
to market last year, the CloudGate Square is designed to provide
business users and consumers with a powerful but affordable
tower replacement that is incredibly energy-efficient. Drawing
less than 15 watts of power (approximately the same as an energysaving light bulb), the CloudGate Square runs an Intel Quad-Core
Atom processor and a solid state drive for storage. Users simply
connect it to an external display, mouse, and keyboard to access
all their normal applications, e-mail, backup, and storage from
the cloud.
www.cloudgate.co.za

UC-Wireless
shows off Ruckus
Cloud controller
UC-Wireless launched its Ruckus
Cloud controller (UC-Ruckus.
com) at African EduWeek 2015,
to make WiFi even smarter than
the previous UC-Wireless' Ruckus
solutions. The UC-Wireless Cloud
UC Wireless
Solution, utilising Ruckus virtualised WLAN controller technology,
meets the demands for a high-density, flexible and cost-effective
WiFi solution with the ability to connect individual and multiple
campuses within technical vocational education and training
institutions, universities, private and public schools.
www.uc-wireless.com

WHITE PAPER
Storage challenges answered

Storage solutions for VMware

Big data applications have caused an explosion in the amount of data
an organisation needs to keep online and analyse. This has caused the
cost of storage as a percent of the overall IT budget to explode. A study
recently performed among big data and analytics-driven organisations
discovered these top five use cases for this data explosion:
1. Enhanced customer service and support;
2. Digital security, intrusion detection, fraud detection and
prevention;
3. Operational analysis;
4. Big data exploration; and
5. Data warehouse augmentation.
www.infinidat.com

Storage integration for VMware cannot be defined with just a few
key characteristics. There has to be a good balance of features,
functions, reliability, ease of use, integration, performance and, of
course, cost. There are key items any VMware data centre manager
should consider when choosing storage to support a virtualised
infrastructure. Simple design storage for a VMware environment
should be virtualised for flexibility and efficiency. InfiniBox was
designed using modern virtualisation technologies. Under the
cover, the entire capacity is virtualised to small portions of the data
and managed in a distributed fashion across its storage nodes in an
all-active grid fashion.
www.infinidat.com
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SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

2015/2016

By: MICHELLE AVENANT

#HipHopEd inspires
young scientists

SEPTEMBER
Gartner – Symposium/
ITxpo

Using the arts to engage students makes for more
rounded STEM education.

Date: 28 – 30 September
Venue: Cape Town
Convention Centre

compartmentalised according to specific ways of
thinking, Emdin explains.
Fostering scientific thinking and skills alone
can train brilliant scientists, but it does not equip
them for innovation, he continues. Bringing
creative disciplines into STEM teaching not only
creates new pathways to understanding and
engagement, but fosters the presence of creative
thinking in STEM disciplines that is needed to
forge new ideas and inventions, he says.

OCTOBER
ITWeb Social Business
Summit
Date: 15 October
Venue: Summer Place,
Hyde Park

Cultural relevance

Brainstorm CIO
Banquet 2015
Date: 1 October 2015
Venue: Summer Place

My World of Tomorrow
Date: 22 -24 October 2015
Venue: Sandton Convention
Centre

N OV E M B E R
AfricaCom

Date: 17-19 November
Venue: Cape Town
Convention Centre

MARCH
ITWeb Business
Intelligence Summit
2016

Date: 15 – 17 March 2015
Venue: Vodacom World, Midrand

MAY
ITWeb Security Summit
2016

Date: 24 – 26 May 2015
Venue: Vodacom World, Midrand

DR CHRIS EMDIN spearheads the educational movement
#HipHopEd.

H

ip hop is making waves in US science
classrooms, as #HipHopEd applies the
cultural movement as a medium for education.
#HipHopEd is an educational movement
spearheaded by Dr Chris Emdin, associate
professor in the department of mathematics,
science and technology at Teachers College,
Columbia University, and hip hop archive fellow
at Harvard University's WEB DuBois Institute.
The movement uses a broad range of
methodologies to bring hip hop into the
classroom, including building basic recording
studios to teach students sound engineering and
recording skills, as well as coding for sharing
their music online.
#HipHopEd has reaped not only enthusiastic
engagement from students, but recognition and
participation from renowned hip hop artists.
Emdin hails hip hop as a fantastic tool for
ingesting and retaining vast quantities of
information. "Give a young person a hip hop
album and they'll have memorised the lyrics
by the end of the day. Give a young person a
textbook, and they'll be asleep after the first
chapter," he says.
Hip hop is simply more fun and engaging than
traditional methods of science teaching, such as
textbooks, Emdin adds.

STEM needs STEAM
In teaching STEM subjects (science, technology,
engineering and mathematics), Emdin
advocates an interdisciplinary approach known
as STEAM: science, technology, engineering,
arts and mathematics. STEAM deconstructs
the mythology that STEM subjects must be
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Bringing cultural mediums such as hip hop's
music and poetry into the classroom can also
bridge the yawning cultural divide many
marginalised students experience when learning
the sciences, Emdin continues.
#HipHopEd is an educational movement that
uses a broad range of methodologies to bring hip
hop into the classroom.
"We have to begin with the recognition that
science is not acultural," he puts forward,
explaining that however culturally neutral
science's objects of study may be, its methods
of pedagogy are historically developed and
aligned according to the norms and perspectives
of a specific population. "Science is very
Eurocentric," and this leaves many students
feeling excluded, he says.
Furthermore, female STEM students and
STEM students of colour are often discouraged
and marginalised by the representation of
predominantly white, male role models and
gatekeepers within STEM fields, which in turn
perpetuates cultural and gender bias in these
disciplines, he notes.
Hip hop is particularly instrumental in
engaging marginalised students because it is
historically and continually developed around
the voices of marginalised groups, and offers a
message of acceptance to those who feel shut out
by oppressive systems, Emdin explains. "There
are no politics of respectability in hip hop, and
very strong politics of respectability in science
and academia," he says.
Yet hip hop itself faces harsh stigmatisation,
specifically as anti-intellectual, Emdin reflects.
Part of #HipHopEd's mission is to forge
intellectual identities within hip hop, identifying
and exemplifying the academic potential of
hip hop and constructing intellectual spaces
marginalised groups can claim as their own,
Emdin explains.

Top
Jobs

SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
By: SIMNIKIWE MZEKANDABA

Soweto schools
switch to smartboards
Grade 12 learners get tablets and interactive boards.

Enterprise Architect
Business Banking

STANDARD BANK
10+ years’ experience in architecture/
solution design delivery
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 257729

Marketing Executive

NETWORKS UNLIMITED
Min 2-3 years’ experience as a
marketing executive
Gauteng
Negotiable
Ref No: 257202

Front-End Developer

Shutterstock

A

round 375 high schools in Soweto are going
digital, as they switch from chalkboards to
smartboards, says the Department of Education.
Earlier this year, the Gauteng Department
of Education (GDE) launched phase one of the
"paperless classroom", which saw seven schools
in the province move from using traditional
learning tools to smartboards and tablet devices.
The first phase included infrastructure
upgrades and re-equipping school buildings, and
the preparation of classrooms for the installation
of the technology.
According to the department, the seven
schools were provided with high-speed
broadband connectivity, laptops, tablets,
interactive electronic screens (e-boards) and
e-content.
GDE spokesperson Phumla Sekhonyane says
the additional 375 schools going digital form
part of the department's second phase of the
"paperless classroom" project.
The second phase entails helping national
senior certificate learners acquire confidence and
pleasure in using new technologies, in order to
learn, solve problems, develop critical thinking
skills and communicate ideas, says Sekhonyane.
According to the department, it has purchased
over 17 000 tablets for the Grade 12 learners, and
1 800 3D LED interactive boards.
"Smartboards are currently being installed
in 375 schools, in an effort to enhance lessons,
motivate learners, increase interaction,
encourage involvement of students in the

subject, and increase student achievement
through enlivened presentations," she says.
"The department is enthusiastic about the
productive benefits of this technology, which
will benefit 61 000 Grade 12 learners, as the way
of the future," Sekhonyane adds.
Graeme Bloch, education analyst at
Wits University's Public and Development
Management School, says the department's move
is a good start, but not enough.
"We need to go with technology, but
technology cannot be a magic bullet to all the
problems in schools," he says.

ADAPT IT
At least 3 years’ experience in
developing web-based solutions
Gauteng
R360,000 per annum
Ref No: 257761

Online Learning Developer
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN
3 years’ experience in developing
web-based applications and related
technologies
Western Cape
R370,020 - R435,267 per annum
Ref No: 257680

Beefed up security
Following the first phase of the "paperless
classroom", a spate of burglaries forced the
department to withdraw tablets handed over
to schools in the province. According to the
department, of the 88 000 tablets handed over
to learners, more than 3 000 had been stolen.
Sekhonyane explains tracking devices have
been installed in the tablets they withdrew
from the schools, and she says the department
is prepared this time around.
"We have beefed up security at schools,
but also mobilised community structures to
defend this investment. We have also activated
the security cluster to be part of this process,"
she says.
The GDE wants all Gauteng learners in no-feepaying schools to each have a tablet device for
educational purposes by 2017.
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C# Developer

COMMUNICATE PERSONNEL
CAPE TOWN
3-5 years software and web
development experience
Western Cape
ZAR750,000 per annum
Ref No: 257786

Please visit www.careerweb.co.za and insert the
unique reference number in the job keyword search box
to view more details and to apply.
CareerWeb has over 200 leading companies posting an
average of 230 fresh ICT jobs weekly – it is the place to
search for your ideal ICT job.

EMAIL: ernie@careerweb.co.za
CALL: 011 807 3294
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COMPANY NEWS

SOFTWARE
ITR presents
Dell releases UC Command Suite
ServiceDesk Plus 9.1 Dell Software recently announced the newest release of its Unified
ITR Technology recently announced
ManageEngine's ServiceDesk Plus 9.1
with new features that will help boost
service desk performance. Customers
can invoke a custom HTML file from
request custom menus, enabling the
users to render their own UI from
the request menu configurations.
This provides an alternative way to
integrate third-party applications
Sybrand Strauss, ITR Technology
using the user interface. Custom
scripts can be executed on submission of HTML forms.
www.itrtech.co.za

Experience centre
shows growth prospects
XON has introduced its software-defined networking and network
functions virtualisation centre in Johannesburg, South Africa, with
sponsored equipment and marketing support from Juniper Networks,
the network innovator. "The big advantage of SDN and NFV is the
opportunity it gives to telecommunications and networking service
providers to rapidly and cost-effectively provision services for their
enterprise customers," says Anthony Laing, GM of Networking at XON,
the pan-African ICT company.
www.xon.co.za
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Communications Command Suite, which adds analytics reporting for
Office 365 for Exchange Online and Cisco Unified Communications
Manager to Dell's cross-platform analytics and diagnostics solution.
Unified Communications Command Suite 8.1, the market's only
solution to offer analytics and diagnostics across both Microsoft
Exchange and Lync, now expands an organisation's capability to
harness the valuable intelligence in its unified communications
systems to increase user productivity, encourage adoption, protect
sensitive information, increase ROI, and plan for future growth
and migrations. Today's organisations invest heavily in unified
communications and typically have a variety of systems in place
across the organisation, yet lack accurate insight.
www.dell.co.za

COMPANY NEWS
To read the FULL company releases, visit

www.itweb.co.za

Contact sales@itweb.co.za for any sales enquiries.

Go “INCOGNITO”
We are pleased to announce a
private-format CV presentation.
This concept enables job seekers to post their CVs in incognito
mode – to expose their skills, education, work experience and
credentials to the top recruiters in the country, without revealing
their identity.
The recruiters will be able to request contact with a job seeker who
chose incognito mode, and the job seeker will have the choice of
accepting or rejecting the contact request. If the job seeker accepts
the request, the contact details will be sent to the recruiter, and the
recruitment process will continue from there.
In the incognito mode, a job seeker also has the option of
predefining which recruitment agencies get to view his or her
contact details.

Visit
Follow us on:

www.careerweb.co.za

NOW
Tel: (011) 807-3294,
info@careerweb.co.za
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Fax: +27 86 680 7227

Support: +27 86 000 9520

info@teraco.co.za

www.teraco.co.za

